
How is a consultation 
like a business meeting?
“By the way doctor… there are a couple of 
other things I still need to talk to you about”

TEACHING AND LEARNING THE CONSULTATION (TALC)

MODULE 1

CHAPTER 5

Skills for beginning consultations effectively 



Which section of the consultation does this session address?

 > Initiating the consultation and agenda setting  > Agenda setting

Which specific skills are addressed  
in this session?

This section follows on from the skills explored in why is 
rapport like money? and what do you say after you say 
hello? The skills of discovering and negotiating an effective 
and mutually agreed agenda for the conversation, just as 
one would do in any formal meeting.

CG skills:

#4  Identifies the patient’s problems or the 
issues that the patient wishes to address with 
appropriate opening question (e.g. “What 
would you like to discuss today?” or “What 
questions did you hope to get answered 
today?”)

#5 Listens attentively to the patient’s opening 
statement, without interrupting or directing 
patient’s response.

#6  Confirms list and screens for further problems 
(e.g. “so that’s headaches and tiredness, 
anything else you were planning to talk about 
today?”)

#7  Negotiates agenda taking both patient’s and 
physician’s needs into account.

#19  Summarises at the end of a specific line 
of inquiry to confirm understanding before 
moving on to the next section

How does this apply in remote 
consulting situations?

Setting an appropriate and mutually understood 
agenda for the consultation is even more 
important when consulting using remote means 
such as telephone or video. It is just as likely that 
the patient has more than one issue to discuss. 

Screening for other concerns by asking “is 
there anything else you were planning to talk 
about today?” also means that patients get an 
early opportunity to express their concerns or 
expectations. Clarity about those issues means 
they can be addressed, so that the outcome is 
likely to be both safer clinically, and less likely to 
lead to complaints, which commonly arise when 
patients feet their issues were ignored.
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Introduction

How is a consultation like a business meeting?

When clinicians think they have finished the consultation 
only to hear the patient say “by the way...”, it can feel that 
the consultation has been derailed in some way, and it is 
often difficult to have the stamina and interest to ‘start 
again’ with new problems. Consultations that end like this 
are often longer and more difficult to close. Paradoxically, 
if more time is spent at the start checking and negotiating 
the agenda, then overall, consultations are not necessarily 
longer and certainly proceed in a more structured and 
orderly fashion. This is less stressful for clinicians and more 
satisfying for the patient.

Malcom Thomas, who has run successful consultation skills 
courses for many years, considers that the consultation is 
really a special form of a business meeting. He says that a 
successful meetings are more likely if these factors are in 
place: “clear agenda, efficient chairing, time management, 
clarity about what all parties are looking for”.

At Kaiser Permanente, a large and successful healthcare 
organisation in the USA, consultation skills training is 
undertaken because it reduces litigation, improves patient 
satisfaction and improves markers of long term care, such 
as HBA1C (Haemoglobin A1C is a measure of long term 
blood glucose control). They emphasise “investing in 
the beginning” of the consultation, as a crucial aspect of 
effective consultation (see References 6 and 12). Investing 
in the beginning starts with the sections on talc skills for 
beginning consultations effectively – why is rapport like 
money and what do you say after you say hello.

The next skill to learn is how to negotiate a mutually 
acceptable agenda for the consultation. This involves 
allowing the patient to speak uninterrupted until 
they have completed their opening statement. It is 
often stated that clinicians interrupt very early in 
consultations, as early as 12 seconds is often quoted. In 
fact, an audit of British GPs showed that with training, 
they did NOT interrupt their patients. Moreover, not 
interrupting does not mean that patients talk for ages. 
Very few talk for longer than 60 to 90 seconds, and 
many for less time. Getting this right at the start does 
not lengthen consultations overall and this has been 
repeatedly confirmed by research. (See References 
1 and 13). Expressing concern and empathy in a 
short statement early, is also associated with shorter 
consultations (Reference 12).

Before gathering information about the issues that the 
patient initially raises, it is crucial to screen for other issues 
by asking “is there anything else you were planning to talk 
to me about today”. The crucial word here is ‘planning’. 
If the patient is planning to talk to you about something, 
they will talk about that, even if that happens late in the 
consultation with a hand on the door knob – “by the way 
doc”. It is far better to know what you are dealing with in 
advance.

Finally, the clinician may add some issues of their own:  
“I would like to check your blood pressure today and check 
your medications list”. 

Before moving on to information gathering, the clinician 
should signal the end of the agenda setting part of the 
consultation by summarising and checking the plan for 
dealing with the items. This could include an agreement 
to focus on the most important issues, deferring others. 
More helpfully, the clinician can agree to make a start on all 
the issues accepting that not all may be fully resolved (see 
also can you learn to love the patient who brings a list? 
and the chapter skills for effective explanations and 
planning care, how are effective summarising skills the 
engine of the consultation?)
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Teaching notes

How to teach and develop these skills  
Working one to one

Initially, begin by exploring what the clinician has 
experienced at the start of consultations and what they 
have found difficult. This commonly leads to concerns 
about ‘lists’. Do they feel that consultations are very time 
pressured and that letting the patient talk ‘takes up a lot 
of time’? Ask if the clinician has ever experienced “by the 
way” or “there are a few other things I wanted to mention”, 
arising at a stage when they thought they were reaching the 
end of the consultation? Most clinicians have experienced 
this. The frustration caused, for both parties, can be a 
good motivation to learning when the educator explains 
that agenda setting skills prevent these difficult and time 
consuming outcomes. 

Emphasise the point that patients (entirely legitimately) 
have an average of two to four things they need to talk 
about. Accepting this and planning for it is the way to more 
effective consultations. These are, crucially, less stressful 
for clinicians and as a result they will be energised rather 
than tired at the end of the clinic.

Refer to the evidence on this (see References) so that 
clinicians’ attitudes can begin to shift away from “we 
don’t have time to ask about other concerns”, so that 
they understand that, in the whole consultation, getting 
an effective agenda saves time, and allows a structured 
approach.

Watching a recent video/telephone consultation where 
agenda setting has not been done, or where a patient has 
a late arising complaint can also be a way to highlight this 
as a learning need and a skill that can benefit patient and 
doctor alike.

Then go over the skills in the CG Guide, and explore how 
these may be carried out. What form of words would be 
most comfortable? Emphasise the need for negotiation 
rather than instruction. It is not helpful to say “I only have 
15 minutes so I will only deal with one problem”. Many 
problems are interlinked, not all issues require ten minutes.

It is helpful to work constructively with patients who have 
‘lists’ (see can you learn to love a patient who brings a 
list?). The most time efficient way to get the whole agenda 
is to hear what the patient initially says, then simply say 
“go on”. The patient will normally and helpfully expand. If 
not, then asking the ‘planning’ question will uncover other 
agenda items.

Have a suitable agenda setting scenario available for skills 
practice. There are examples in Resources. Alternatively, 
the educator can use the situation they have observed in 
a video/telephone recording and use that to practice the 
skills. Alternating the roles of patient and clinician will yield 
the best learning.

Finally, ask the learner to state explicitly what their key 
learning points were and what they are going to say and 
do in subsequent consultations. Follow this up in the 
following days by asking how it went and celebrating 
successful use of the skills. Asking how it felt and ironing 
out any difficulties or misconceptions early will prevent 
bad habits becoming established. The educator may 
need to emphasise that all this can feel clunky at first. 
Deploying new skills can feel awkward until they become 
second nature and this is an important feature of any true 
learning process.

Educators may like to see effective methods for teaching 
consultation skills, making skills rehearsals effective to 
refine their use of skills rehearsals.
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Teaching notes

How to teach and develop these skills  
Working with groups

Begin this session by explaining to participants how 
a session on agenda setting fits in with the overall 
programme of learning about consultation skills. Then ask 
participants to reflect, individually for a few moments, on 
what happens at the beginning of consultations and how 
they view things. Then, in pairs, ask them to identify any 
issues they have at the beginning of the consultation and 
ask them to reflect on any situations when the patient has 
brought up ‘late arising issues’, when the clinician thinks 
the consultation is nearly over.

Debrief this initial discussion by asking about what 
issues arose and explore attitudes to this early part of the 
consultation. Do participants fear that they won’t have 
enough time? That patients will talk for too long? That 
they feel they can only manage one problem so take care 
not to invite any other problems? Empathise with their 
concerns, which are important, even as they are sometimes 
stumbling blocks in the way of learning better skills. 

Refer to the evidence around agenda setting; that allowing 
patients to talk uninterrupted very rarely takes more than 
60 to 90 seconds, that screening for other concerns and 
negotiating an agenda actually does not lead to longer 
consultations and that early expressions of concern and 
empathy tend to make consultations shorter. 

Then review the specific skills of agenda setting as 
identified in the CG Guide and discuss what forms of words 
they might use. The most time efficient way to get the 
whole agenda is to hear what the patient initially says, then 
simply say “go on”. The patient will normally expand their 
own agenda. If not, then asking the ‘planning’ question 
will uncover other agenda items. Sometimes participants 
have tried saying something like “is there anything else 
you would like to talk about?”, only to find the patient 
seems to scrabble around just to say something, or brings 
up something rather irrelevant. This is an opportunity to 
emphasise the importance of choosing language carefully. 
The phrase that works best is “Is there anything else you 
were planning to talk about today?”

Then use a patient/clinician/observer skills rehearsal to 
practice the skills with a suitably prepared scenario. See 
can you learn to save time in consultations? for full 
details. An example is given in the Resources section, with a 
suitable checklist to enhance the observers’ feedback. 

Have a short debrief between each round. After the first 
round ask the clinicians how it felt to approach agenda 
setting in this way. Sometimes, participants will comment 
on how it felt awkward or clunky. It is important to air 
this issue. Practising new skills always does feel awkward 
and clunky. This is a sign that there are doing something 
new. Being aware of this, and being able to tolerate the 
discomfort of being ‘consciously incompetent and then 
consciously competent’ is an important contributor to 
effective learning. Doing only what is comfortable at first, 
tends to lead to the establishment of comfortable, but 
bad, habits. Praise those who felt awkward but tried it out 
anyway. Thank them for noticing and highlighting what 
practising a new skill actually feels like.

After the second round ask the ‘patients’ how it felt to 
be invited to share further concerns explicitly. This will 
usually demonstrate how concerns get on to the table more 
quickly, which saves time in the longer run.

After the third round, ask the observers what skills they 
noticed and what effects that had on the progress of the 
consultation.

At the end, ask participants to list the three key things 
they learned about agenda setting and to write down 
two key things they will do differently after the session. 
If there is time, sharing these in pairs or groups of three, 
can help identify more learning points, especially for the 
weaker participants. Be sure to follow up this up in the next 
session, Ask how the new skills went, what worked (or not) 
and use the opportunity to clarify issues and refine skills.

In the final para  page 5 after Patient/Clinician/Observer 
the title of the relevant chapter is PRACTICE MAKES 
PERMANENT, ONLY FEEDBACK MAKES PERFECT; 
making skills rehearsals effective 
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Notes for educators

Preparation can be very helpful in engaging participants. In advance of the session ask them 
to reflect on what is happening at the start of their consultations, and to read the relevant 
section of Skills for Communicating with Patients or another consultation skills textbook. This 
is especially important for weaker participants. Beginning the session by understanding the 
difficulties they are encountering themselves (lists, late arising complaints) also helps to 
engage attention and interest of participants.

Engaging participants  
Meeting their needs

Participants are generally energised to learn when the session addresses issues they struggle 
with. Having skills rehearsals in small buzz groups means that everyone is involved all the 
time, as each participant has a defined task to do. This creates and maintains energy.

Energising 
participants  
Maintaining energy 
throughout

When clinicians listen carefully at the beginning of the consultation (‘Investing in the 
Beginning’), the relationship with the patient develops well from the start. Practising 
and learning new skills in small groups helps to develop learning relationships between 
participants.

Building relationships 
Help participants build 
relationships with their 
patients

An appropriate evaluation can also be the means to reinforce learning and ensure that 
participants get the most out of the session with the educator. Asking participants to write 
down their three key learning points, and sharing them with the group/educator reinforces 
learning. This also enables the educator to gauge whether the session has been successful. 
If the learning points are sparse, or even inappropriate, this is valuable feedback for the 
educator, who can then correct misconceptions. They can also develop their methods, to 
ensure better learning next time.

Evaluations and 
feedback  
Making the most of the 
session for participants 
and educators

This session really helps participants to identify and work with a structured approach to the 
consultation. This automatically tends to result in more effective and shorter consultations. 
Inexperienced clinicians waste a lot of time before their skills are fully developed (see skills 
for managing time effectively – can you learn to save time in consultations?). Having a 
structured approach to consultations skills education, by working systematically though the 
consultation and having systematic methods of skills rehearsal and feedback, as described 
here, echoes the structure of the consultation and reinforces the approach.

How to provide 
structure to the session 
Help participants 
to structure their 
consultations
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Resources / Scenarios

Suitable agenda setting scenarios 

Ask the clinician to open the consultation as usual, and the patient should state their opening statement and only continue if 
the doctor uses their agenda setting skills. You can use the same scenario three times (skills will improve, see practice makes 
permanent, only feedback makes perfect – making skills rehearsals effective), or alternate the same opening line (“I want 
some tablets for my athlete’s foot”) but with the patients having different agenda items to add.

Scenario 1 / The patient with several 
concerns… but are they all related?

PATIENT NOTES:
You are a 31 year old woman who has been working 
as a care assistant in a local nursing home. It’s very 
hot, you think you have got athletes foot from the 
sweaty shoes. 

Begin by saying: “I want to talk about getting some 
tablets for my athlete’s foot...” 

Only mention the other things if the doctor asks 
directly about anything else you were planning to talk 
about, or if they pick up cues from you.

You have also had a vaginal discharge recently, quite 
itchy and troublesome. You have heard you can get 
tablets for athletes foot that will cure thrush too so 
you hope you won’t have to mention the embarrassing 
discharge. You will mention it only if asked if 
anything else...

Finally, only if asked “anything else”, mention thinking 
you need a “check-up” as both your parents have 
diabetes. You are considering applying for nursing 
training, will you be refused if you have diabetes? You 
are a bit overweight, but active and you don’t smoke.   

CLINICIAN NOTES:
Your next patient is 31. She has attended in the 
past for contraception/hay fever/a check-up before 
joining a gym/hep B vaccination before working in a 
nursing home.

Scenario 2 / There are important underlying 
health issues here.

PATIENT NOTES:
You are a 25 year old man with athlete’s foot, worse 
since you have been running to keep fit. You have 
the usual symptoms of a fungal infection but it’s not 
responding to MYCIL powder you got at the chemist.

Begin by saying: “I want to ask about my athlete’s 
foot” and pause… 

Only if asked, or if the clinician picks up any cues, you 
will mention that:

You are concerned there may be something serious 
wrong and would like a “check-up”. Keep it vague 
unless the doctor asks for any other issues you are 
planning to talk about. You only moved to the city a 
few months ago. A friend has been tested HIV positive.

You have had a few one night stands recently, (men 
and women). Specifically you would like an HIV test 
but are not sure how to go about it. Only bring up these 
issues if asked or if the clinician picks up on any cues. 

CLINICIAN NOTES:
Your next patient is 25 years old, male, and new to the 
practice. You have no notes to go on.
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Resources / Scenarios

Scenario 3 / Several issues here that could 
easily end up being ‘late arising complaints’. 

Moreover, although weight loss, sore eyes, anxiety, a 
funny neck all seem like different problems... perhaps 
they are connected?

PATIENT NOTES:
You are a 38 year old teacher, complaining of athlete’s 
foot. “I want to talk to you about my athlete’s foot” 
and pause...

Only if asked is there anything else... or the clinician 
picks up cues will you then mention... You are more 
sweaty than usual (is that causing the athlete’s foot??). 
You have also been sleeping badly and feeling very 
anxious recently. You have lost a bit of weight and your 
eyes feel sore.

Only if asked is there anything else... Your neck feels a 
bit funny too and you are dreading ending up like your 
elderly auntie Jane who is positively deformed in the 
neck department what with that big swelling she has...

CLINICIAN NOTES:
Your next patient is 38 years old, doesn’t come that 
often. Occasional consultations for hay fever, travel 
vax, advice about losing weight.
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Resources / Skills checklist

Observer’s checklist for feedback on agenda setting

Clinician’s name Skill 
observed?

Comment 
What did the observer see? Hear?

Suitable greeting and introduction, 
initial rapport? 
 

Suitable very open question e.g. 
“What would you like to talk with me 
about today?” 

Clinician says “go on”... 
 
 

Screens for other issues 
 
 

“Anything else you were planning to 
talk about today?” 
 

Confirms list and screens for 
anything else 
 

Negotiates agreed agenda 
 
 

Summarises at the end 
 
 

Anything especially effective noted? 
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